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If you've ever wanted to improve your ability to learn and memorize German grammar by 100%...

200%... 300% (or more) using simple skills you can learn in under an hour, then this may be the

most important audiobook you will ever listen to. Believe it or not, it doesn't matter if you have a

good memory or not. The information in this book will teach you: Why memory techniques are like a

bicycle everyone can ride (with some minor personal adjustments), so that you can easily get

started memorizing German grammar rules quickly. The real reason why no one should ever be

squeamish about memorization or learning the grammar of German. This tip alone will help you

overcome any resistance your may be suffering from. How to memorize exactly when you need to

use umlauts and over which vowels when conjugating verbs. Why and how some of the most

famous memory skills are applicable to learning any language, especially German. How to

overcome the famous Ebbinghaus forgetting curve so that you never have to forget what you've

learned again and always keep German grammar rules within easy reach in your mind when

speaking, reading, writing and even taking language exams. How to use actors, other public figures

and famous pieces of artwork to help you memorize German grammar. A list of language learning

and memorization resources that will take you to the next level. And much, much more! These

techniques have been used by real language learners, most of whom previously considered

themselves owners of a "bad memory" to make real strides in acquiring German by understanding

its grammar better. But there's really no time to lose. Every day that you are not using this simple

grammar memorization method taught in this book, you are literally stealing from yourself the joy of

reading, speaking, and knowing German as you easily expand the natural abilities of your mind.
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I found this book easier to use than I thought it would be! I think if it's your first exposure to German

you might not find it as useful, but if you have some experience then this book will help you leap to

the next level. The techniques in general would actually work for any language that you are trying to

learn. I found the free worksheets that you can download that came with the book particularly

helpful.

I am pretty disappointed in the book.For starters, there were far too many typos - missing words,

misspelled words. It is distracting.Second - this has very little to do with the German language. It is a

memorization technique and occasionally the author references the German language as an

example. It doesn't take the memorization technique and apply it to the German language - you

have to do that.Third - and this is mentioned in an earlier review - this technique isn't new. It is using

visualization to aid in memorization. That's all.When I bought this, I was looking for little tips or

insights into how the German language is structured - patterns that I could use to help instead of

depending on pure memorization. This is not a German language-specific book. It shouldn't be sold

as such. It should be sold as a memorization aid book.With that being said, if you are looking purely

for a memorization aid book, this isn't too bad. He does a good job of explaining the process and

providing tools to help you understand. It just isn't what I expected.

Excellent methods for learning, memorizing, and never forgetting what you've learned.At first, the

methods were a bit difficult to grasp because they were new,but eventually I got the hang of

it.Definitely worth the time and effort I put into it and many times the price of purchasing this bookas

I can use the concept here not just to learn German but in learning anything new.Overall, a highly

recommended read.

I was very happy to find another book written by Anthony Metivier about memorizing. I am very

satisfied with his method. I will give you one example how it works. The sentence in German

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Ich habe viel lernen mÃƒÂ¼ssen, wÃƒÂ¤hrend ich studierteÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• is

memorized by the author by seeing the back-end of a werewolf (were +end + wÃƒÂ¤hrend) eating

his books. This is just one example how effective and how easy it is to put the method as offered in



this book into practice. Memory places work, and they work beautifully!

Terrific approach to learning German or any other language. I have seen similar methods, but none

as comprehensive and useful as this. It is a wonderful addition to the other texts I am using, and by

far the most effective.

This is one of my breakthrough moments when I found this book and Anthony ... He explains the

mnemonic method as it was a cup of ice cream on a Sunday afternoon. Enjoyable and relaxing!

I bought this product and did not know it was an audio version. I can not use on the model Kindle I

have. Was impossible to return or stop order. What I did manage to do was delete it without any use

of it. I hate this about Kindle; it is not a forgiving system. Lucky for me this was only about $2.00.

But, you really have to be careful when ordering. Not a happy camper

This book talks about how to create a "memory palace" to learn German grammar. "Memory palace"

goes by many different names (e.g., the Method of Loci, the journey method, etc.). The idea dates

back to Greek orators, who used the method to memorize long speeches and even the news from

neighboring towns during a time when paper was scarce.I can unequivocally say that the method

works and can be used to memorize just about anything. The method itself is not really the reason

I'm giving the book 5 stars. Even though it's a good method, it's not exactly new (and the author

openly admits this in the book).The reason for 5 stars is that the author goes well beyond just

describing the method. The book is chocked full of good, relevant examples for how to APPLY the

method to memorize German grammar. The author also provides handy free resources to help

guide the learner, which is a nice bonus. Additionally, the author does a good job at motivating one

to actually use the method, which is important as well. I've known about this kind of method for a

long time (I'm a memory researcher), but it's nice to be reminded of it and be motivated to actually

start using it. And I think I will start putting it to work!
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